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MEET SOME OF THE CADETS:
CSGT E. CAROLL
My A-Level Subjects: Philosophy, English and History
My biggest achievement during my time at CCF: My
greatest achievement at CCF has to be attending SCIC (Senior
Cadet Instructors Course - where you are taught how to
teach other cadets) and finishing as 'best in section'. I
overcame a lot of struggles to even attend the course, so to
be chosen as the best in section was a really big honour.

F LT SGT H . HUNNS
My A-Level Subjects: Physics, Computer Science, Product
Design
Something that I have gained from CCF:
I joined cadets in 2015 and since then have developed
multiple skills applicable in both civilian life and in
preparation for military life. My biggest achievement was
being selected for the Air Cadet Pilot Scholarship last year.
With only 20 spaces available every year it is very
prestigious and involves two weeks of flying training and a
solo flight at Tayside Aviation in Dundee, Scotland.

LT SGT L . AL LOTT
My A-Level Subjects: Government and Politics, French and
History
Something that I have gained from CCF: My biggest
achievement was completing my Level 3 Eastern Leadership
Training. It was an exciting and interesting course where I
was able to practise existing skills and learn new ones (like
how to cook and sleep outside in a basher).

FLT SGT Z. ABDUL-OBITAYO
My A-Level Subjects: Government and Politics, Psychology
and History
My biggest achievement during my time at CCF: My biggest
achievement was becoming first aid qualified. This is an
really important skill which could one day help me save a
life. I was also able to practise this skill even more at a a
STEMM Training Programme which I attended. We went
through a first aid simulation where I was able to put my
newly obtained qualification to the test.

VOLUNTEERING WITH CCF:
CCF is not just a place which encourages progress and development for the
students, but also for the staff who volunteer and participate. There are a wide
array of benefits which volunteering at the CCF can provide such as:
Gaining new skills:
Through CCF, there is an opportunity to learn new things and try out new
activities. If you read the testimonials and experiences from cadets, you can see
the changes and achievements which they have made as a result for
participating in CCF. This opportunity to improve isn't solely restricted to
students, but also applies to staff who participate.
A whole new side of Wymondham College: As a teacher or a member of staff at
a school, you often only see student within certain environments - whether that
is the classroom or the boarding house. CCF is an chance to see people in a
different environment and see how that affects and changes them. For example:
a student may have problems focusing and concentrating in class, but in CCF,
they are a useful and capable leader who helps fellow cadets and teaches
others.
Meet new students: Members of staff often only get to interact with some
students due to a wide variety of factors.CCF is a way to meet new students who
might not have the pleasure of teaching. CCF is not only a place of learning, but
also a social experience too. You can fellow staff members as well as students
who you haven’t met yet.
Fun: Last, but definitely not least, CCF is fun. There are range of activities, events
and camps to get stuck into. You could attend camps and learn so many new
things as well as visit new places. For example: typically CCF has at least two
summer camps each year which visit military locations within the UK. CCF has so
many fun experiences available.

